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Two distinct types of axis lacking embryos resulted from partial deletion of the vegetal part of early one-cell-stage embryos.
When the deleted volume was 20–40% (relative surface area), the embryos underwent ventral-type gastrulation and formed
ventral mesodermal tissues. When the deleted volume was more than 60%, the embryo did not gastrulate nor make
mesodermal structures (M. Sakai, 1996, Development 122, 2207–2214). We have designated these two types of embryos as
“gastrulating nonaxial embryos (GNEs)” and “permanent blastula-type embryos (PBEs),” respectively. Using these embryos
as recipients, a series of Einsteck transplantation experiments were carried out to investigate mechanisms controlling
anteroposterior patterning during early Xenopus development. GNEs receiving dorsal marginal zone (DMZ) transplants
(GNE/DMZs) elongated and formed posteriorized phenotypes, which had muscle cells, melanocytes, and tail fins. In
contrast, PBE/DMZs did not elongate but formed cement glands and brain-like structures showing strong anteriorization.
Simultaneous transplantation of the cells from various regions of normal embryos with the DMZ into PBEs revealed that
the entire vegetal half of normal embryos, except for the DMZ, showed posteriorizing activity. These results strongly
suggest that anteroposterior patterning in Xenopus is not achieved solely by the dorsal marginal zone (the Spemann
organizer), but instead by a synergistic mechanism of the dorsalizing domain (DMZ) and the posteriorizing domain (the
entire vegetal half except for the DMZ). © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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The ability of amphibian dorsal mesoderm to induce
neural tissue was first discovered by Spemann and Mangold
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All rights reserved.(1924) when they transplanted the dorsal lip of the blas-
topore at early gastrula stages into the ventral region of an
early gastrula of a closely related species. Perhaps as strik-
ing as the induction of the surrounding host tissue adjacent
to transplanted dorsal mesoderm was the near normal
anteroposterior (A-P) axis present within the secondary
embryo. This led to the idea that the dorsal mesoderm has
the ability not only to induce neural tissue but also to
organize its A-P pattern (Gould and Grainger, 1997). This
A-P patterning has long been thought to be induced by the
combined action of two signals from the Spemann–
Mangold organizer (Nieuwkoop, 1952; Toivonen and Saxe´n,
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1968; Sasai and De Robertis, 1997). The first signal (activa-
tor) induces the ectodermal cells to form neural tissue of an
anterior type, while the second signal (transformer) con-
verts the neural tissue induced by the first signal into
progressively more posterior types of neural tissue (hind-
brain and spinal cord) in a concentration-dependent man-
ner. This model is supported by molecular studies in which
several molecules are assigned to be the activator and the
transformer (Niehrs, 1999). As for the spatial distribution of
the anteroposterior signals, it is generally accepted that the
organizer is composed of at least two regions, an anterior
head organizer and a posterior trunk–tail organizer
(Mangold, 1933; Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997).
Recently, two groups studying zebrafish embryos pro-
posed that posteriorizing signals come from the nonorga-
nizer region of the semicircular blastoderm margin (Woo
and Fraser, 1997; Koshida et al., 1998). In their model, the
organizer is postulated to exert only a dorsalizing signal(s)
which, outside of the posteriorizing semicircular region,
induces only anterior dorsal structures. As well, in chick
embryos, posteriorizing activity has been found to be
present in the nonaxial mesoderm (Bang et al., 1997).
In Xenopus, several experiments have shown results
which may be consistent with the nonaxial posteriorizing
model. Noggin protein induces neural tissue expressing
only anterior neural markers such as Otx2 (forebrain-
midbrain) in the animal cap, while at the same time
inducing neural tissue with a more posterior character
(spinal cord) in the ventral marginal zone (Lamb et al.,
1993). This can be explained if we assume that posterioriz-
ing activity is in the ventral marginal zone and that Noggin
protein is an organizer molecule which has only dorsalizing
capabilities. As for the posteriorizing signal, factors such as
FGF family proteins induce ventral mesoderm (Isaacs et al.,
1994), and also induce posterior neural tissues, in synergy
with dorsalizing agents (Holowacz and Sokol, 1999).
Xwnt-8, which is expressed in the entire vegetal half except
for the DMZ (Lemaire and Gurdon, 1994), is thought to be
one of the possible endogeneous posteriorizing agent mol-
ecules. Overexpression after the midblastula stage of this
molecule in the dorsal region results in anterior truncation
of embryos (Christian and Moon, 1993). A dominant nega-
tive form of Xwnt-8 has been shown to make anterior
tissues when coexpressed with a dominant negative BMP
receptor in the ventral region (Glinka et al., 1997).
Although there have been many molecular studies of an-
teroposterior patterning of Xenopus embryos which are easily
explained by the nonaxial posteriorizing model, there has been
no clear evidence showing that the posteriorizing signals
come specifically from the nonorganizer region. This may be
because of the complex cell composition in the test system.
Many studies using ventral marginal zone tissue (VMZ) and
animal cap tissue (AC) as the assay system have been docu-
mented. The VMZ and AC are comprised of different cell
populations as we have pointed out previously (Nagano et al.,
2000). The ACs may have a dorsalized region, and the ventral
marginal zone most probably has some posteriorizing activity.
The organizer graft (DMZ) seems to be in many cases very
large so that it may have posteriorizing signals, as we will
show in this study. Further, the exact position and size of
these tissues may differ among the studies: in many cases, the
exact position and size of the graft were not described. In the
light of possible posteriorizing signals outside of the organizer,
the original Spemann–Mangold organizer experiment might
be misleading. In the Spemann–Mangold experiment, the
organizer was thought to organize the neural A-P pattern;
however, this A-P pattern may be ascribed to ventral endome-
soderm of the host embryo or may be due to a posteriorizing
noncore region within the transplanted organizer.
To resolve this uncertainty, we decided to explore the
mechanism of A-P axis specification utilizing Xenopus egg
fragments (Sakai, 1996) as a test system. Several lines of
evidence indicate that cortical rotation translocates the
vegetally localized dorsal determinants (DDs) to one mar-
FIG. 1. Einsteck transplantation procedure. (A–F) Stepwise dis-
section of the DMZ. In each figure, the broken line indicates the
cut which made the smaller portion shown in the next step. (A) A
donor embryo about 10 min after stage 10 (onset of the gastrula-
tion). Arrowheads indicate the position of the dorsal pigment line.
(B) The same embryo just after the first cut. A second cut was made
vertically just aside the dorsal midline (100–150 m off) from the
inner surface of the explant. (C) After the second cut (see text). (D)
After the third cut. Viewed from the side. (E) After the last
horizontal cut. (F) Fluorescent view. Thirty minutes after the last
cut. At this time, the graft became spherical and most of the debris
had fallen away. (G–I) Einsteck transplantation of the DMZ into a
GNE. (G) A fluorescent image of the DMZ graft (FDA-labeled)
shown in (F) and a GNE just before the Einsteck transplantation (in
this case, 40 min after dissection of the DMZ). (H) The same GNE
as in (G). A slit (arrowhead) was made with a tungsten needle in the
animal region of the GNE from which the DMZ graft was inserted
into the blastocoel of the GNE. (I) The same embryo as in (H), 90
min after the DMZ transplantation. The slit healed completely and
the fluorescent DMZ can be seen through the blastocoel roof. Bar in
(E) for (A–E) and (G–I), 1 mm. Bar in (F), 0.3 mm.
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ginal sector, where the organizer later forms (Kikkawa et
al., 1996; Sakai, 1996; Harland and Gerhart, 1997; Heas-
man, 1997; Kageura, 1997; Rowning et al., 1997). The
deletion of the vegetal part of the early one-cell-stage
embryo most probably removes all the DDs from the
embryo, which in turn results in the entire loss of the dorsal
axis. When the deletion starts before time 0.5, and is
completed before time 1.0 (the normalized time scale in
which fertilization is set as time 0 and the time of first
cleavage is 1.0) and the deleted volume is 20–40%, the
resulting embryos always developed into DAI-0 (Kao and
Elinson, 1988) embryos, which gastrulate and form ventral
mesodermal structures but do not form any dorsal axial
structures (gastrulating nonaxial embryos: GNEs). When
the deleted volume exceeds 60%, the embryos always
develop into permanent blastula-type embryos (PBEs; Sakai,
1996), which do not gastrulate. We believe that GNEs have
a circular ventral marginal zone, whereas PBEs do not have
any ventral marginal zone at all, since the former forms a
blastopore but the latter never forms a blastopore. Provided
that the posteriorizing signal emerges from ventral mar-
ginal cells but not from the organizer nor competent animal
domain, as proposed in zebrafish studies (Woo and Fraser,
1997; Koshida et al., 1998), Einsteck transplantation of the
organizer into these two fragments should most probably
result in distinct outcomes. In our study, the transplanta-
tion of organizer tissue into GNEs resulted in anterior-
deficient embryos, whereas the same transplantation into
PBEs resulted in anterior-most structure formation. Fur-
ther, cotransplantation experiments revealed that the pos-
teriorizing signals reside in the whole vegetal region in
normal embryos.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Deletion of Vegetal Part from Xenopus Eggs
Fertilized Xenopus eggs were deleted of their vegetal part,
including cytoplasm, yolk, and cell membrane, as described previ-
ously (Sakai, 1996). Briefly, Xenopus eggs were fertilized with a
dilute sperm suspension in 10% modified Steinberg’s solution [MS:
100% MS consists of 58.2 mM NaCl, 0.67 mM KCl, 0.34 mM
Ca(NO3)2, 0.83 mM MgSO4, and 3.0 mM Hepes–NaOH, pH 7.4].
The denuded egg was inclined 90° off its vertical axis. A glass rod
(diameter 350  30 m, length 2 cm) was placed on the egg so as to
divide it into animal and vegetal fragments. The degree of deletion
FIG. 2. Morphology and gene expression of the PBE and GNE.
(A) Vegetal view of the PBE (left), GNE (middle), and normal
embryo (right) at 10 min after the onset of gastrulation in the
normal embryo. Note the blastopore in the control (arrowhead).
(B) The same embryos 3 h after stage 10, when the controls form
ventral blastopores. Note that the GNE gastrulated, while the
PBE did not. (C) A PBE at stage 40 showing a wrinkled atypical
epidermis-like appearance. (D) A GNE at stage 40. (E) Histolog-
ical section of a PBE shown in (A). (F) Histological section of a
GNE showing blood-like cells. The position of this section is
indicated (arrowhead) in (D). (G) Histological section of a GNE
showing mesenchymal cells. The position of this section was
indicated (double arrowheads) in (D). (H) Immunohistochemistry
using 12/101 antibody (specific to muscle) at stage 34. (Top) A
normal embryo. (Middle) Two GNEs. (Bottom) Three PBEs. (I–M)
In situ hybridization using EpK (I, stage13), NCAM (J, stage 28),
goosecoid (K, stage 10.5), Xwnt-8 (L, stage 10.5), and Xbra (M, stage
12.5) probes of control embryos (top rows), GNEs (middle rows),
and PBEs (bottom rows). None of the dorsal marker genes were
detected in the GNEs and PBEs, while Xbra was expressed in the
upper blastopore region of the GNEs but not in the PBEs. EpK was
expressed on the whole surface of the PBEs and the GNEs. Bars in
(A),(C), and (H), 1 mm. Bar in (E), 0.2 mm.
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was evaluated as being the ratio of the surface area of the deleted
vegetal fragment relative to the total surface area of the animal and
vegetal fragments. After complete separation, the nucleus-
containing animal fragment was placed into the round-bottomed
well. All experimental and control embryos were reared in 10% MS
at 14–16°C.
Organizer Graft and Einsteck Transplantation
One to three hours before stage 10 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967),
the controls, GNEs, and PBEs from the same batch were returned to
room temperature (20°C). They were then transferred to wells in
an agar-coated dish containing 100% Steinberg’s solution (50
mg/liter gentamycin). The vitelline membranes of donor control
embryos were removed manually in the agar well. All operations
and embryo cultures were carried out in 100% MS thereafter.
For organizer transplantation, the dorsal marginal zone cells
were explanted from normal embryos, which were from the same
batch as the host GNEs and PBEs. At stage 10, i.e., as early as the
first pigmented cells of the dorsal blastopore were seen, microsur-
gery was started. We chose this stage to do microsurgery because
we wanted to exclude possible posteriorization of the organizer by
surrounding tissue and also to exclude possible cell mixing during
the gastrula-stage convergent-extension movement. In this respect,
the best stage for this operation would be before gastrulation, but
the timing must be later than when gastrulation occurs, as before
gastrulation it is impossible to determine the exact position of the
dorsal blastopore.
The pigmented line was tapped repeatedly with a baby hair loop
and a cut was made just along the pigment line to separate the
embryo into two parts (Fig. 1A). The smaller portion containing the
dorsal lip of the blastopore was oriented with its inner surface
facing up (Fig. 1B). A second cut from the inner surface was made
vertically just off (150 m off) the dorsal midline (Fig. 1B). A third
cut again from the inner surface was made, parallel to the second
cut, 300 m off on the opposite side (Fig. 1C). At this time, the
explant resembled a “Keller explant” (Fig. 1D), but the overall size
was much smaller than a Keller explant. The excess upper cells
were then cut off to make the explant size about 300  300 m.
The final explant was roughly cuboidal with some damaged cells
(Fig. 1E). After incubation for about 30 min to allow the damaged
cells to fall away, the explant took on a spherical shape (Fig. 1F). We
used this type of explant throughout this study and named this
explant a dorsal marginal zone explant (DMZ). We used only those
explants in which the short and long diameter were both in the
range of 300  50 m. This graft size was smaller when compared
with previous organizer transplantation studies since we intended
to exclude the presence of the possible posteriorizing region around
the core organizer region.
We transplanted the DMZ using the Einsteck method (Figs.
1G–1I) (Slack and Isaacs, 1994). First, the animal pole region of the
fragments was pierced with a tungsten needle and a slit was made
(Fig. 1H). The DMZ was inserted through the slit into the blasto-
coel of the GNEs or the PBEs (Figs. 1H and 1I). To facilitate close
contact between the graft and a host tissue, the spherical graft was
pushed aside to one edge of the blastocoel.
All operations described above were completed within 45–75
min after the start of gastrulation in control embryos.
Other Grafts and Cotransplantation Experiments
To confirm the specific dorsalizing activity of the DMZ, several
regions from normal embryos, from GNEs, and from PBEs were
also dissected and transplanted into the PBE. After dissection, the
explants were also incubated in 100% Steinberg’s solution for
about 30 min. We used only those grafts in which the short and
long diameters were in the range of 400  100 m.
Lineage Analysis
In several experiments, donor cells were labeled with Fluores-
cein Dextran Amine (FDA; Molecular Probes, D-1820). Control
eggs just before the first cleavage were demembranated and the
label (10 nl of 10 mg/ml) was injected into the vegetal pole. The
label was monitored under a dissecting microscope with epifluo-
rescence optics. Some labeled embryos were embedded in paraffin
and sectioned.
Whole-Mount in Situ Hybridization and
Immunohistochemistry
Whole-mount in situ hybridization (Shain and Zuber, 1996) was
performed by using goosecoid (Blumberg et al., 1991), chordin
(Sasai et al., 1994), Xwnt-8 (Smith and Harland, 1991) brachyury
(Smith et al., 1991), XAG1 (Sive et al., 1989), Otx2 (Blitz and Cho,
1995), En2 (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1991), Krox20 (Bradley et al.,
1993), HoxB9 (Wright et al., 1990), NCAM (Kintner and Melton,
1987), and epidermal keratin (EpK) (Jonas et al., 1989) probes.
Embryos were fixed in MEMFA for 90 min at 20°C, washed, and
stored in 20°C 100% methanol. Before addition of anti-DIG
TABLE 1
Morphological Analysis of DMZ Transplanted GNE and PBE
Gastrulation Elongation Cement gland Eye Melanocytes Tail fin
GNE/DMZ N.D. 54/57 0/57 4/25 23/25 49/51
PBE/DMZ N.D. 0/47 41/47 1/26 0/25 0/47
GNEa 32/32 0/32 0/32 0/32 0/32 0/32
PBEb 0/35 0/35 0/35 0/35 0/35 0/35
Note. External embryo morphology was examined. Numbers of positive/examined embryos are shown.
a Vegetal deletion of 20–40% surface area.
b Vegetal deletion of more than 60% surface area.
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antibody, embryos were treated overnight in 10% hydrogen perox-
ide to bleach out the pigment. Whole-mount immunohistochemi-
cal analysis was carried out by using skeletal muscle-specific
antibody 12/101 (Kintner and Brocks, 1984) (Developmental Stud-
ies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA).
RESULTS
Development of GNEs and PBEs
When the vegetal deletion range was 20–40%, all of the
resulting embryos formed a blastopore and thus developed
into GNEs (Table 1), while a deletion of more than 60%
always resulted in the formation of PBEs (Table 1). GNEs
and PBEs developed normally throughout the cleavage and
blastula stages, with the normal rate of cleavage. When the
normal control embryos began to gastrulate in the dorsal
marginal zone, the two fragments did not show any sign of
morphological movements (Fig. 2A). About 2–3 h (at 20°C)
after the onset of normal gastrulation in the dorsal side of
the control embryos, the GNEs began to gastrulate (Fig. 2B).
This gastrulation is most probably a ventral-type gastrula-
tion as seen in UV-ventralized embryos (Malacinski et al.,
1977; Scharf and Gerhart, 1980). The PBEs did not show any
sign of gastrulation (Fig. 2B), even at later stages (Fig. 2C).
Histological examinations at stage 40 showed that the
GNEs formed blood cells (Fig. 2F) and mesenchyme cells
(Fig. 2G), while the PBEs formed only atypical epidermis
(Fig. 2E). As we have previously observed (Sakai, 1996), both
fragments did not form dorsal axial structures, such as the
notochord, muscle, or neural tissues. Immunohistochemi-
cal analysis confirmed that muscle tissue did not form in
the GNEs and PBEs (Fig. 2H, and Table 2).
In situ hybridization revealed that the superficial cells in
both GNEs and PBEs expressed the epidermal marker gene
EpK (Fig. 2I). Control embryos at stage 13 showed an
EpK-free neural plate, while GNEs and PBEs never showed
such an EpK-free area (Fig. 2I). GNEs and PBEs never
expressed the pan-neural marker gene NCAM (Fig. 2J, and
Table 2), two dorsal marker genes goosecoid (Fig. 2K) and
chordin (figure not shown), three anterior dorsal–neural
genes (XAG1, Otx2, and En2; figures not shown), nor the
posterior neural (hindbrain) gene Krox20 (figure not shown;
Table 2). There were no EpK-free areas in either GNEs or
PBEs (Fig. 2I). The ventral marker Xwnt-8, which is a
candidate posteriorizing molecule, was expressed in the
sub-blastoporal part of GNEs but not in PBEs (Fig. 2L).
GNEs expressed the mesodermal marker Xbra in the upper
blastopore region, while PBEs did not express Xbra (Fig.
2M). These data are summarized in Table 2.
These morphological and molecular analyses strongly
suggest that both GNEs and PBEs do not have dorsal/neural
tissues. GNEs have a circular ventral-type marginal zone,
whereas PBEs consist solely of epidermal cells.
PBEs Formed Most Anterior Structures while GNEs
Formed Posterior Structures in Response to DMZ
Transplantation
Interestingly, PBEs transplanted with DMZ (PBE/DMZs)
did not elongate, though “elongation” has been commonly
regarded as a sign of dorsalization. The PBE/DMZ formed
the cement gland, the most anterior dorsal structure of the
embryo, in 87% of cases (Figs. 3A–3F, and Table 1) at about
the same time as normal control embryos (stage 20). In
some cases, we found a white disk-shaped area, the border
of which was surrounded by a circular cement gland (Figs.
3A and 3D). Serial histological sections revealed that a
cement gland and notochordal and endodermal tissues were
present (Fig. 3M), which were entirely absent in the PBEs
which did not undergo transplantation (naive PBEs; Figs. 2E
and 3O).
Eye tissue did not form in most of the cases (Figs. 3D–3F;
Table 1). Even when this tissue formed, it was always very
small in size. Melanocytes and tail fin did not form at all in
the PBE/DMZ (Fig. 3, and Table 1). Though the cement
gland was the only apparent morphological marker present
in the PBE/DMZs, in situ hybridization analysis revealed
that the PBE/DMZs made anterior neural tissues (see be-
low). The absence of the eye in the PBE/DMZs is highly
curious because eye is thought to be one of the most
anterior neural tissues. This point will be discussed below.
In contrast to PBE/DMZs, GNE/DMZs exhibited a “pos-
teriorized” phenotype (Figs. 3G–3L). GNE/DMZs elongated
and formed melanocytes and a tail fin in most cases (Figs.
3J–3L, and Table 1). Tail fin is apparently a posterior marker
since it forms in the most posterior part of the embryo.
Further, we also regarded melanocytes as a posterior marker
because they showed entirely different emergence patterns
TABLE 2
Molecular Analysis of DMZ Transplanted GNE and PBE
GNE PBE GNE/DMZ PBE/DMZ Control
12/101 0/11 0/7 9/9 0/8 13/13
EpK 12a/12 12a/12 12b/12 11b/11 12/12
NCAM 0/13 0/12 12/12 14/14 13/13
goosecoid 0/11 0/11 ND ND 15/15
chordin 0/12 0/12 ND ND 15/15
Xwnt8 13/13 0/9 ND ND 15/15
Xbrachyury 20/20 0/20 ND ND 18/18
XAG1 0/11 0/8 2/10 12/12 11/11
Otx2 0/12 0/13 7/16 12/13 11/11
En2 0/11 0/9 9/12 9/12 11/11
Krox20 0/14 0/13 22/22 1/27 24/24
HoxB9 19/19 0/15 23/23 0/22 29/29
Note. Embryos were examined immunohistochemically (12/101)
or examined for in situ hybridization. Numbers of positive/
examined embryos are shown.
a All embryos did not show any EpK-free area.
b All embryos showed EpK-free areas.
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in the PBE/DMZs and GNE/DMZs (Fig. 3, and Table 1).
This idea is consistent with the recent finding that the
induction of the melanocytes from neural crest cells re-
quires posteriorization of the neural tissue (Villanueva et
al., 2002). GNE/DMZs never formed cement gland and
formed only a trace of eye tissue in a low frequency (Fig. 3,
and Table 1). A neural tube formed along almost the entire
body axis (Fig. 3N). Notochordal tissue was seen as an
elongated rod predominantly in the anterior region of the
conjugates (Fig. 3N).
The GNE/DMZs had periodic somite-like structures
(Figs. 3J–3L). Immunohistochemical analysis showed that
substantial amounts of well-organized muscle formed in
these embryos (Fig. 4A, and Table 2). On the contrary, the
PBE/DMZs did not form muscle tissue (Fig. 4A, and Table
2). In the GNE/DMZs, the DMZ-derived cells labeled with
FDA were positioned outside of the muscle tissue, showing
that muscle was of GNE origin (Figs. 4A and 4B).
Lineage Analysis of the DMZ in the PBE and GNE
In the PBEs, the transplanted DMZ took on an amor-
phous “blob” shape, and was surrounded by inner cells
facing the blastocoel of the PBE (Figs. 5A and 5F). The inner
FIG. 3. PBEs transplanted with the dorsal marginal zone (DMZ)
cells did not elongate but formed cement gland (CG), whereas
GNEs with the DMZ elongated and formed posterior/muscle
structure but not cement gland. (A–C) Three samples of PBE/DMZ
at stage 25. (D–F) The same embryos as (A–C), respectively, at stage
38. (G–I) Three samples of GNE/DMZs at stage 25. (J–L) The same
embryos as (D–F) at stage 38. (M, N) Histological section of stage 34
conjugates fixed with Bouin and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin. (M) A PBE/DMZ conjugate showing notochordal mass (no)
around which are a large brain-like tissue (br) and a cement gland
tissue (cg). (N) A GNE/DMZ showing a neural tube (nt), notochord
(no), and somites (so). (O, P) A PBE (O) and a GNE (P) which did not
receive DMZ. Bars in (A–L), 1 mm. Bar in (M) for (M) and (N), and
bar in (O) for (O) and (P), 0.5 mm.
FIG. 4. DMZ induced well-organized muscle tissue in GNEs but
not in PBEs. All embryos were stained with 12/101 antibody. (A)
(Top) A normal control embryo at stage 34. (Left) Three GNE/
DMZs showing segmented muscle. (Right) Three PBE/DMZs
which did not show muscle tissue. (B) Fluorescent view of one of
the GNE/DMZ (left boxed region in A). In this case, FDA-labeled
DMZ positioned in the anterior position of the embryo. Note that
muscle tissue was mostly derived from the GNE tissue. (C)
Fluorescent view of one of the PBE/DMZ (right boxed region in A).
In this case, the DMZ positioned in the center of the circular
cement gland area (left). Bar in (A), 1 mm. Bar in (C), 0.3 mm.
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and outer cells of the PBEs around the DMZ, and in the
DMZ itself, expressed Otx2 (Fig. 5B), suggesting that DMZ-
surrounding cells of the PBEs were induced to form anterior
neural tissue. At stage 26, when the cement gland was
clearly seen (Fig. 5E), the DMZ cells developed into noto-
chordal and endodermal cells (Fig. 5F). Around the DMZ
cells were brain-like cells (Fig. 5G), which were surrounded
by cement gland cells. The brain-like cells and the cement
gland were of PBE origin (Figs. 5F and 5G) and were most
probably derived from the inner cells at stage 13.5 that
expressed Otx2 (Fig. 5B).
In the GNEs, the DMZ usually elongated along the
anteroposterior axis. At stage 13.5, the DMZ-derived cells
were sandwiched between an inner endodermal and a
surface ectodermal region (Fig. 5C). Otx2 expression was
observed where the DMZ and surface ectoderm met and in
the DMZ itself, but not in the inner endodermal region (Fig.
5D). At stage 26, the DMZ cells were predominantly
located in the anterior region of the embryo, sometimes
trailing back to the posterior part of the embryo (Fig. 5H).
These cells also differentiated into notochordal and
endodermal cells (Figs. 5I and 5J). Most of the dorsal/neural
tissues, including melanocytes, muscle tissue, and tail fins,
were derived from host GNE cells (Figs. 5I and 5J).
Gene Expression in PBE/DMZs and GNE/DMZs
Analyses of gene expression in the PBE/DMZ and GNE/
DMZs (Fig. 6, and Table 2) revealed neuralization of both of
these conjugates. However, the pattern of neuralization and
anteroposterior properties of the neural tissue differed be-
tween the two types of conjugates, as predicted by morpho-
logical analysis.
At stage 14, there was a round disk-shaped EpK-free area
in the PBE/DMZs, the size of which was about half the
diameter of the conjugates (Fig. 6A, asterisks). At stage 28,
the PBE/DMZs expressed the pan-neural marker NCAM
also in a spherical fashion (Fig. 6B), which is reminiscent of
Otx2 expression area at stage 13.5 (Fig. 5B) and EpK-free
area at stage 14 (Fig. 6A). Morphologically, there was
sometimes a circular cement gland around the NCAM-
expressing region. Gene expression in later stages con-
firmed that PBE/DMZs formed only anterior tissues: Ce-
ment gland marker XAG1 (Fig. 6C) and forebrain markers
Otx2 (Fig. 6D) and En2 (Fig. 6E) were expressed, while more
posterior markers, such as Krox20 (Fig. 6F) and HoxB9 (Fig.
6G), were not expressed at all (Table 2). XAG1 and Otx2
were usually expressed in a much wider area than in normal
control embryos.
The morphological and molecular marker analyses to-
FIG. 5. Development of the DMZ in PBEs and GNEs as shown by
lineage-tracing experiments. (A–D) Early stage development of the
DMZ labeled with FDA. The DMZ-transplanted PBEs and GNEs
were allowed to develop 8 h (Stage 13.5). They were then fixed and
processed for in situ hybridization by using Otx2 probe, and
bisected with a razor blade under a dissecting microscope equipped
with epifluorescence optics. (A) A pair of bisected halves of a PBE
transplanted with an FDA-labeled DMZ. The fluorescence of the
transplant was weak because of the processing for in situ hybrid-
ization; however, we can distinguish the contour of the DMZ. The
DMZ took an amorphous but not elongated figure in the blastocoel.
(B) The same pair as observed by conventional light microscopy.
Otx2 expression was observed around the adjacent region of the
DMZ transplant and within the DMZ itself. (C) A bisected half of
GNE/DMZ conjugate. The DMZ tissue was embedded and ex-
panded in the sub-blastocoel floor region of the GNE. (D) The same
half after in situ hybridization. Otx2 was expressed in the DMZ
and the outer (ectodermal) adjacent region of the DMZ. (E–J) Later
stage (stage 26) development of the DMZ in the PBE and the GNE.
(E–G) A PBE transplanted with a FDA-labeled DMZ. (E) A fluores-
cent image of the living embryo. This embryo made a circular
cement gland and the fluorescent cells were in the inner center of
the cement gland tissue. (F) Fluorescent image of a transverse
section of a PBE/DMZ conjugate at the position shown by a broken
line in (E). Single arrowhead, notochord. Double arrowheads, ce-
ment gland (G). The same section as (F), stained by orange-G and
aniline blue after the fluorescent image capture. (H–J) A GNE/DMZ
conjugate. (H) Fluorescent image. In this case, the fluorescent DMZ
was positioned predominantly in the anterior region, trailing
posteriorly. (I) A transverse section at the position shown by a
broken line in (H). Note that the DMZ contributed predominantly
to the notochord. (J) The same section stained by orange-G and
aniline blue. Bar in (A) for (A–D), 0.3 mm. Bars in (E) and (H), 1 mm.
Bar in (F) for (F), (G), (I), and (J), 0.2 mm.
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gether show that the overall structure around the trans-
planted DMZ has a radially symmetric appearance, suggest-
ing that the PBE tissue was organized by the radial emission
of dorsalizing activity from the DMZ tissue: There were
DMZ-derived notochord and endoderm in the center sur-
rounded by white neural cells expressing Otx2 (Figs. 5A, 5B,
and 6D) and NCAM (Fig. 6B), and in a proximal position
cement gland cells were found (Figs. 5E–5G).
The GNE/DMZs also showed an EpK-free area (Fig. 6A)
and an NCAM-expressing area (Fig. 6B) as the PBE/DMZs
did; however, these areas took on elongated shapes. This is
in sharp contrast to the radial appearance of these areas in
the PBE/DMZs. The GNE/DMZs expressed the posterior
neural markers Krox20 and HoxB9 in most cases (Figs. 6F
and 6G, and Table 2). HoxB9 was also expressed in the
near-blastopore region of the naive GNE (Fig. 6G, insets).
En2 expression was usually observed (Fig. 6E) as in the
PBE/DMZs. Among the anteroposterior markers analyzed,
En2 (Fig. 6E) was the only marker that was expressed in
both PBE/DMZ and GNE/DMZs. The more anterior marker
Otx2 was observed at a low frequency in the anteriormost
position of GNE/DMZs at stage 24 (Fig. 6D), and the
expression region was small as compared with that in
normal embryos, though Otx2 was usually expressed in
these conjugates at stage 14, as described above (Fig. 5D).
Although the GNE/DMZs did not form cement glands, the
cement gland marker XAG1 was sometimes expressed (Fig.
6C, and Table 2). XAG1 is also expressed in normal em-
bryos in the hatching gland, which is positioned posterior to
the cement gland. Therefore, the present expression of the
XAG1 most probably represents hatching gland formation.
Einsteck Transplantation into the PBE Using Other
Tissues
To confirm that the dorsalization by DMZ transplanta-
tion is specific to the DMZ, other regions of normal
embryos (Fig. 7A) were transplanted into the PBEs. Vegetal
pole cells (VP), animal pole cells (AP), ventral marginal zone
cells (VMZ), lateral marginal zone cells (LMZ), and dorsal
sub-blastoporal cells (SBDMZ) resulted in no dorsalization
when they were transplanted into PBEs (Table 3). The
vegetal pole cells of the GNE (GNEVP) and that of the PBE
(PBEVP) also did not show dorsalization (Table 3). In situ
hybridization revealed that Xbra was expressed in the
PBE-descendant cells in the PBE/VP conjugates (data not
shown), as has been reported in AP/VP conjugates (Reilly
and Melton, 1996).
On the other hand, two domains adjacent to the DMZ
showed strong dorsalization (Table 3). These are dorsal–
lateral marginal zone cells (DLMZ; Fig. 7A) and upper-DMZ
cells (UDMZ; Fig. 7A). We were specifically interested in
the results of the UDMZ transplantation, since this domain
is traditionally thought to be the “trunk–tail” organizer.
However, the dorsal structures we obtained were generally
of the anterior character. PBE/UDMZs formed cement
gland in 16 out of 19 cases and eye tissue in 5 cases;
however, they did not form tail fins or melanocytes (Table
3). The DLMZ usually induced melanocytes but not a tail
fin (Table 3), suggesting that this domain has some poste-
riorizing activity. It has been reported that the combination
of DLMZs with animal cap tissues results in melanocyte
formation (Bonstein et al., 1998).
These transplantations showed specific dorsalizing activ-
ity in the present DMZ transplant and further provided
negative controls for the cotransplantation experiment de-
scribed in the next section.
Cotransplantation of Various Regions into the
PBE-DMZ Recombinant Revealed Posteriorizing
Activity in the Entire Vegetal Half
The present results described so far can be explained
when we assume that (1) the DMZ has only dorsalizing
activity and that (2) the PBE does not have posteriorizing
activity, while the GNE has posteriorizing activity. How-
ever, PBEs used in this study may not have had the
competence to form posterior structures in response to any
tissue transplantations. To rule out this possibility and to
test the idea of whether a nonaxial posteriorizing signal
exists in the vegetal region of the Xenopus embryo or not,
we transplanted various candidate-posteriorizing regions
(Fig. 7A) together with the DMZ into PBEs.
The DMZ was transplanted through a slit made in the
vegetal (lower) region of the PBE, and thereafter another
transplant from another selected region (Fig. 7A) of the
same stage embryos was inserted into the slit so the second
explant covered the slit. By using this method, the trans-
planted DMZ and the second tissue had separate positions
within the conjugate. The transplantation was done at stage
10, as in the single DMZ transplantation experiments
described above.
Cotransplantation of the DMZ and VMZ, the latter of
which we assumed to be one of the posterior sources of the
embryo in the beginning of this study, resulted in embryos
with obvious anteroposterior characters (Fig. 7B, and Table
3). These embryos elongated and made cement gland(s),
eye(s), melanocytes, and a tail fin. In addition, the lateral
marginal zone cells (LMZ; figure not shown), the vegetal
pole cells (VP; Fig. 7B), and dorsal sub-blastoporal cells
(SBDMZ; figure not shown) also showed strong posterioriz-
ing activity (Table 3). However, the DLMZ and UDMZ,
which were shown to have strong dorsalizing activity,
showed very weak posteriorizing activity (figures not
shown; Table 3). The vegetal pole cells of the GNE
(GNEVP) showed strong posteriorizing activity, whereas
the vegetal pole cells of the PBE (PBEVP) did not show such
activity (Fig. 7B, and Table 3).
We next analyzed the lineage of the FDA-labeled trans-
plants (Fig. 7C). The conjugates were fixed at stage 40 and
processed for 12/101 antibody staining (specific to muscle).
Muscle formed mainly in the posterior part of most of the
conjugates (Fig. 7C, c, f, i; and Table 4). In these experi-
ments, the DMZ (Fig. 7C, a–c), the VMZ (Fig. 7C, d–f), or
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the VP (Fig. 7C, g–i) was labeled with FDA. Epifluorescent
and normal images (Fig. 7C) showed that most of dorsal
structures (cement gland, eye, melanocytes, and tail fin)
were not derived from FDA-labeled transplant cells and
thus derived from PBE cells. As well, muscle tissue was
derived from host PBE cells (compare Fig. 7C, c, f, i with Fig.
7C, b, e, h, respectively).
We have further analyzed expression of several genes in
the cotransplanted embryos (Fig. 7D, and Table 4). A
hindbrain marker Krox20 appeared in the middle part of the
embryo, usually as a single band (Fig. 7D, left), while a more
posterior neural marker HoxB9 appeared posteriorly (oppo-
site to the cement gland; Fig. 7D, middle). A pan-neural
marker NCAM was expressed broadly in the anterior region
(near the cement gland), trailing back to the posterior part of
the embryo (Fig. 7D, right).
Thus, the present morphological and molecular results
revealed that these conjugate embryos formed well-
organized anteroposterior structures, most of which were
derived from host PBE cells.
DISCUSSION
We have previously proposed that the early steps of body
plan formation in amphibians occur in a cell-autonomous
manner. A mixing of vegetal pole cytoplasm and marginal
cytoplasm during the cortical rotation period could be the
main mechanism for organizer formation (Sakai, 1996; Doi
et al., 2000; Nagano et al., 2000). In this paper, we investi-
gated the inductive process after the organizer forms.
GNEs Have Posteriorizing Activity but PBEs and
DMZs Do Not
The present study shows very clearly and consistently
that GNE/DMZs and PBE/DMZs behave in different man-
ners (Figs. 3, 4, and 6; and Tables 1 and 2). GNE/DMZs
developed into anterior-deficient embryos, while PBE/
DMZs developed into embryos with only mostly anterior
tissues. Our conclusion is that the organizer of Xenopus
simply dorsalizes animal ectoderm to form anterior neural
structures and that GNEs have posteriorizing activity but
PBEs do not. The importance of the nonorganizer domain in
the anteroposterior patterning has been shown in various
organisms, including zebrafish (Woo and Fraser, 1997; Ko-
shida et al., 1998), chick (Bang et al., 1997), and an ascidian
(Wada et al., 1999). However, these studies did not show
directly that the organizer could induce only anterior tissue
in the ectodermal cells. Our results show, for the first time,
that the Xenopus organizer can induce only an anterior part
of the embryo when applied to the “default” animal cells,
and that the anterior property can be modulated to a
posterior property only by vegetal posteriorizing tissues.
Posterior Character Is Induced by the Nonaxial
Endomesoderm
The present study showed that the core organizer region
(DMZ) induces the PBE to form only anterior structures.
Based on this result, various regions from the normal
embryos were cotransplanted with the DMZ into PBE to
examine their possible posteriorizing activity. At first, we
suspected that the posteriorizing activity is restricted to the
nondorsal marginal region of the embryo, based on the
results of zebrafish research. To our surprise, in addition to
the VMZ, the LMZ, VP, and SBDMZ also exhibited strong
posteriorizing activity. In other words, the entire vegetal
half, except for the DMZ, had posteriorizing activity. Fur-
ther, the GNEVP exhibited strong posteriorizing activity,
although the PBEVP and AP did not have any posteriorizing
activity.
The posteriorizing activity in the SBDMZ domain is
interesting, since this region is adjacent to the core orga-
nizer region that has only dorsalizing activity. However, the
SBDMZ is not likely to be the posteriorizing source for
normal development since this region is likely to be sepa-
rated from the DMZ region as gastrulation proceeds. Other
tissues adjacent to the DMZ region (DLMZ and UDMZ)
showed strong dorsalizing and weak posteriorizing activi-
ties. This weak posteriorizing activity cannot be respon-
sible for normal posterior tissue formation, because the
most posterior tissue tail fin did not form from DLMZ or
UDMZ transplantation into PBEs. Therefore, in normal
development, other regions such as the LMZ, which come
in contact with the DMZ by convergent-extension move-
ment during gastrulation, may play a main role in the
posteriorization of the normal embryos. This posteriorizing
signal(s) should emanate from these tissues after gastrula-
tion commences. Lane and Sheets (2000) showed that the
so-called “dorsal” quarter of the Xenopus gastrula forms a
patterened head with distinct ventral and dorsal structures
containing muscle and eye-tissues. Lineage-tracing experi-
ments (Lane and Smith, 1999; Lane and Sheets, 2000) have
also showed that the dorsal meridian (prime meridian,
according to the authors) is the embryo’s anterior midline.
This idea is consistent with the present finding that DMZs
induce only anterior structure in the PBEs. However, the
“prime meridian” quarter of the gastrula embryo should
contain a posteriorizing domain, which most probably
causes the resulting embryo to form muscle and eye tissues.
This is in sharp contrast to our data, which show that
PBE/DMZs do not form these structures.
It should be emphasized that the present knowledge of
the posteriorizing domain is limited to stage 10 embryos.
We did not analyze the distribution of posteriorizing activ-
ity in later stage embryos. Previous studies concerning the
“trunk–tail” organizer should be interpreted with caution.
These studies use a “late gastrula organizer,” which is the
dorsal lip region of a late gastrula. As a result of convergent-
extension during gastrula stages, the dorsal lip region of late
gastrula probably includes both dorsalizing and posterioriz-
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FIG. 6. Molecular analysis of PBE/DMZs (middle column) and GNE/DMZs (right column). Left column shows the same stage control
embryos. (A) EpK expression at stage 14. (B) NCAM at stage 28. (C) XAG1 at stage 24. (D) Otx2 at stage 24. (E) En2 at stage 24. (F) Krox20
at stage 24. (G) HoxB9 at stage 24. Asterisks in (A) indicate gene expression-free areas. Arrowheads in (B–G) indicate areas of gene
expression. Bars, 1 mm.
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FIG. 7. Cotransplantation of vegetal cells posteriorized the DMZ-transplanted PBEs. (A) Schematic drawing of the position of the graft.
Each graft was dissected with a baby hair loop and transplanted alone or cotransplanted with a DMZ graft. (B) Some examples of the
cotransplantation experiments. (Top left) Four DMZPBEVP transplanted PBEs formed a cement gland but did neither elongate nor form
posterior structures (eye, melanocytes, and tail fin). (Top right) Transplantation of DMZVMZ, DMZVP and DMZGNEVP resulted in
elongation and formation of posterior structures. (Bottom) A same stage control embryo. Red arrowheads, cement gland. Blue arrowheads,
eye. Bar, 1 mm. (C) Lineage labeling and immunohistochemical analysis of the cotransplantation experiment. A PBE/DMZ(FDA-
labeled)VMZ conjugate(a–c), a PBE/DMZVMZ(FDA) conjugate (d–f), and a PBE/DMZVP(FDA) conjugate (g–i) are shown. (a, d, g)
Conventional light micrographs of embryos at stage 40, just before the fixation for 12/101 immunohistochemistry. (b, e, h) Same embryos
as (a), (d), (g), respectively. These fluorescent images show the position of the labeled transplant. (c, f, i) Same embryos after
immunohistochemical staining for 12/101 antibody showing muscle tissue (brown). Note that most of muscle tissues, eyes, cement glands,
melanocytes and tail fins developed outside of the FDA-labeled transplant. (D) Whole-mount in situ hybridization of PBE/DMZVP
conjugates for Krox20 and HoxB9 at stage 26 and for NCAM at stage 28. (Top) Control embryos. (Middle) PBE/DMZVP conjugates.
(Bottom) PBE/VP conjugates as negative controls. For those embryos implanted with DMZ only (PBE/DMZ), see Figs. 6B, 6F, and 6G. Bars,
1 mm.
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ing regions at stage 10. Conversely, the present timing
(stage 10) of explantation is probably suitable for determin-
ing the distribution of dorsalizing and posteriorizing activi-
ties, since the core organizer (DMZ) in the present study
had only dorsalizing activity, which was consistently de-
tected in the PBE/DMZs.
GNE/DMZ and PBE/DMZ Are Simple Test Systems
GNEs and PBEs seem to be good test systems for studying
early developmental processes compared with previous
experimental systems. The GNEs do not have signals from
the intrinsic dorsal region. The anteroposterior axial struc-
tures formed after experimental manipulation (in the
present study, after the DMZ transplantation) can be fully
ascribed to the manipulation. In previous experiments,
secondary embryonic axis formed in the normal ventral
region has been usually fused with the primary embryonic
axis in the posterior part so that the posterior extent of the
secondary experimental embryo is difficult to evaluate.
PBEs are the most useful: Although naive PBEs express
only epidermal marker gene(s), they form anterior neural
structures in response to the DMZ transplantation. Further,
they can form a full spectrum of anteroposterior tissues in
response to DMZ  vegetal cell transplantation, providing
a sensitive functional assay system for investigating dorsal-
izing and posteriorizing signals.
In spite of their simplicity, GNEs and PBEs are large
tissues, allowing us to transplant various types of cells into
their large blastocoel or to inject mRNAs and cytoplasms at
early stages (data not shown). The GNEs and PBEs live long
enough to easily analyze the external morphology and gene
expression.
Muscle and Eye Formation Requires Both Dorsal
and Posterior Signals
Interestingly, muscle tissue did not form in PBE/DMZs,
while GNE/DMZs formed well-developed muscle. Cotrans-
plantation of posteriorizing tissues with the DMZ resulted
in muscle formation in PBEs. It should be noted that most,
if not all, muscle tissue was derived from host PBE cells but
not from DMZ or posteriorizing tissues. These results show
that ectodermal PBE cells can change their fate to muscle
tissue with the aid of both dorsalizing and posteriorizing
signals. The condition of the cells in the present PBE study
is, of course, artificial; however, these signals also may play
TABLE 3
Morphological Analysis of Cotransplantation Experiments
Elongation
Cement
gland Eye Melanocytes Tail fin
AP ND 0/7 0/7 0/7 0/7
VP 0/21 0/21 0/21 0/21 0/21
VMZ 0/22 0/22 0/22 0/22 0/22
LMZ ND 0/10 0/10 0/10 0/10
SBDMZ ND 0/8 0/8 0/8 0/8
DLMZ ND 7/12 3/12 8/12 0/12
UDMZ 0/13 16/19 5/19 0/19 0/19
GNEVP 0/13 0/13 0/13 0/13 0/13
PBEVP 0/12 0/12 0/12 0/12 0/12
DMZ  AP ND 10/10 1/10 0/10 0/10
DMZ  VP 41/45 70/72 56/72 67/72 62/72
DMZ  VMZ 39/43 67/70 46/70 64/70 57/70
DMZ  LMZ ND 21/23 14/23 22/23 12/23
DMZ  SBDMZ ND 21/21 17/21 16/21 10/21
DMZ  DLMZ ND 20/20 4/20 8/20 0/20
DMZ  UDMZ 0/9 17/17 2/17 3/17 0/17
DMZ  GNEVP 10/12 12/12 9/12 10/12 10/12
DMZ  PBEVP 0/15 15/15 1/15 0/15 0/15
Note. Various regions of the embryos (see Fig. 8A) were transplanted alone or with the DMZ into PBEs. The results were examined
morphologically. Numbers of positive/examined embryos are shown.
TABLE 4
Molecular Analysis of Cotransplantation Experiments
PBE/DMZ  VP PBE/VP PBE/DMZ  VMZ PBE/VMZ
Krox20 14/14 0/9 17/17 0/18
HoxB9 28/28 0/23 23/24 6/15
NCAM 15/16 0/8 22/22 0/13
12/101 35/37 0/9 35/37 0/9
Note. Numbers of positive/examined embryos are shown.
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important roles in normal development; i.e., the normal
muscle may develop from an ectodermal domain which
accepts both dorsalizing and posteriorizing signals. This is
quite a different situation from that which has been pro-
posed in the mesoderm induction hypothesis (Gilbert, 2000)
where muscle forms from the dorsolateral mesodermal
domain by dorsalizing induction from the Spemann orga-
nizer.
Eye tissue was also not generally formed in PBE/DMZs,
although a trace of eye was observed in rare cases. This
seems to be curious since eye is an anterior marker. One
possible explanation is that, since our DMZ was small, the
dorsalizing activity emitted was insufficient to induce eye
tissue. However, this is not likely because cotransplanta-
tion of vegetal regions with DMZ yielded a high frequency
of eye formation. These results suggest that, for the forma-
tion of eyes, as in muscle, synergy of dorsalizing and
posteriorizing signals is required.
Origin and Molecular Nature of the Vegetal
Posteriorizing Activity
The present study shows that a posteriorizing signal is
emitted from the entire vegetal half of the embryo, except
for the Spemann–Mangold organizer region from which
dorsalizing signals emerge. However, three questions re-
main concerning the vegetal posteriorizing activity. First,
how does the vegetal hemisphere acquire posteriorizing
activity? Second, what is the nature of this posteriorizing
activity? Finally, how does the organizer region lose its
posteriorizing activity?
Since the absence of posteriorizing activity in PBEs is
likely to result from the deletion of vegetal materials, the
posteriorizing activity is likely to depend on some mater-
nally inherited determinant present in the vegetal region of
the uncleaved egg. In this concern, Veg-T mRNA is a strong
molecular candidate for the vegetal posteriorizing determi-
nant. Veg-T mRNA is maternally distributed throughout
the vegetal half of the embryo (Zhang and King, 1996).
Reduction of the maternal Veg-T mRNA store makes veg-
etal cells lose their capacity both to form endoderm and to
release mesoderm-inducing signals (Zhang et al., 1998).
Injection of Veg-T mRNA into the animal pole results in
ectopic Xbra expression (Clements et al., 1999; Kurth and
Hausen, 2000) and ectopic gastrulation (Kurth and Hausen,
2000). We have preliminary observations that Veg-T mRNA
is expressed in the vegetal region of GNEs but not in PBEs
(data not shown).
Thus, maternally inherited Veg-T could act as a determi-
nant for the posteriorizing vegetal domain. The present
study reveals that the posteriorizing signals from the veg-
etal cells could act even after gastrulation starts. Most of
the posteriorized structures observed in the PBE/DMZVP
conjugates were not of VP origin but of PBE origin; there-
fore, PBE cells must have posteriorized during the course of
the experiment, i.e., after gastrulation. In other words, the
posteriorization process must include an inductive process
that occurs after the gastrula stage. Veg-T protein is not
likely to be a direct secreting posteriorizing signal from
vegetal cells since this protein is thought to be a transcrip-
tion factor. Therefore, some other molecule downstream of
Veg-T must act as a direct secreting posteriorizing signal.
One of the most likely candidates for such a molecule is
Xwnt-8 protein, which is thought to be a secreting mole-
cule. Xwnt-8 mRNA is expressed in the whole vegetal half,
except for the dorsal marginal zone (Lemaire and Gurdon,
1994). This expression pattern is very similar to the present
posteriorizing domain. There is substantial evidence sug-
gesting that Xwnt-8 acts as a posteriorizing molecule
(Christian and Moon, 1993; Glinka et al., 1997; Fekany-Lee
et al., 2000). In the present study, GNEs expressed Xwnt-8
but PBEs did not. PBEs transplanted with posteriorizing
cells showed weak expression of Xwnt-8 (data not shown).
However, it is also possible that other molecules, such as
FGFs and BMPs, which are known to have posteriorizing
activity, are the posteriorizing signal (Mitchell and Sheets,
2001; Mun˜os-Sanju´an and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 2001) emit-
ted from the entire vegetal domain of the Xenopus embryo.
Further, as for the muscle-inducing signals from the poste-
riorizing tissues, these molecules might be responsible;
however, some other factors might have important roles.
The present PBEs should be good experimental systems for
elucidating the molecular aspects of anteroposterior pat-
terning and mesoderm development.
The DMZ did not have posteriorizing activity. This
parallels the zebrafish shield transplantation experiment
(Koshida et al., 1998). This is interesting since other mar-
ginal regions (VMZ and LMZ) had posteriorizing activity.
The absence of posteriorizing activity in the DMZ is
probably due to the dorsalizing pathway in the DMZ, which
downregulates the posteriorizing signals, such as Xwnt-8,
which is absent from the DMZ. Conversely, if the DMZ has
both dorsalizing and posteriorizing signals, the normal
embryo may have anterior-deficient structures. This situa-
tion may occur when dorsalizing mRNAs (chordin, Noggin,
and goosecoid) are injected into the VMZ. In these cases,
the secondary embryos lack the most anterior structures,
probably because the secondary DMZ expresses endoge-
neous posteriorizing molecule(s) together with an ectopic
dorsalizing molecule.
Posteriorization in Normal Development: Model
for Anteroposterior Patterning
With the distribution of dorsalizing and posteriorizing
activities shown in the present study in mind, we propose a
model explaining the anteroposterior patterning in the
normal development of Xenopus.
In the early gastrula stage, there seem to be three distinct
domains: the dorsalizing organizer domain, the posterioriz-
ing vegetal domain, and the competent animal domain (Fig.
8A). The organizer domain has dorsalizing activity but not
posteriorizing activity, whereas the vegetal domain has
posteriorizing but not dorsalizing activity. The animal
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domain provides competent cells for both dorsalizing and
posteriorizing signals but does not have dorsalizing nor
posteriorizing signals. We have not tested whether antero-
posterior neural axis formation and dorsal mesoderm
(muscle) formation require competent animal cells. How-
ever, since most of the neural cells and muscle cells in the
present PBE/DMZVP conjugates were derived from PBE
cells, we believe that animal cells are necessary for the
formation of the anteroposterior axis and muscle cells.
During gastrulation, the organizer domain moves anteri-
orly, probably with the aid of posteriorizing para-axial
endomesoderm (Fig. 8B). In other words, the organizer
domain is “pushed forward” by the nonaxial endomeso-
derm and induces anterior structures there. What type of
anteroposterior structures/genes emerges at any given po-
sition is probably determined by the ratio of dorsalizing/
posteriorizing signals.
The traditional trunk–tail organizer would therefore be,
in our model, an artifact; those tissues containing both
dorsalizing and posteriorizing cells would act as a “trunk–
tail” organizer. In some experimental conditions, dorsaliz-
ing and posteriorizing cells would not be able to separate
because of the convergent extension movement during
gastrulation. The late-gastrula organizer (trunk–tail orga-
nizer) would represent this situation.
Thus, the present model sheds light on the vegetal
posteriorizing region and animal-competent region of the
embryo. The establishment of these regions before gastru-
lation period remains to be clarified.
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